SNAP™ Task Seating

High Back
Task with
T-Arms

Interchangeable loop or t-arms are fully
adjustable. Height and width adjustable
arms are available on all Snap models.

High Back Task
with Loop Arms

Snap’s loop arm is fully adjustable. Adjust
height and width to individual user
preference.

High Back Armless Chair

Snap High Back Chair
If you need seating in a snap, Snap
Task Seating is just what you’re
looking for!
This cost-effective line offers value,
comfort, reliability and an incredible
delivery schedule.
Snap seating offers so much more
than your average task chair. Because
of its molded foam construction,
lumbar pillows for back support,
sculpted seat, and the perfect
combination of soft seat and firm
back, Snap chairs are the most

comfortable chairs in their price range.
Beyond its construction, Snap seating
delivers a multitude of adjustments to
fit the needs of individual users. Snap
allows users to adjust back height,
back pivot, arm height, and on some
models, seat depth and seat and back
angle.

Contoured seat and back cushions add
comfort and durability.

It’s more than you would expect
from a value line of seating.
The Snap seating line offers a variety of
mechanism styles and functions. From
simple back height and back-depth to
multi-function seat and back angle
adjustments.

SNAP™ Task/Guest Seating

Some Snap models offer back height and
seat depth adjustments to accommodate
a variety of users.

Low Back
Armless Chair

Stool

A durable poly back shroud complements
Snap’s unique design.

Sled Base Guest Chair

Snap Low Back, Guest & Stool
Snap has six chairs that range from
task chairs, to guest chairs and
stools. Chair mechanisms are made
of heavy-gauge steel plates and are
securely attached with six bolts.
Five-star bases are fiberglass
reinforced nylon and all hardware
is treated with Nylock patches to
prevent loosening over time. In
other words, Snap seating is built
to last.

Whether you need seating for a
new computer lab, or you have
an administrative team starting in
a week, Snap Task Seating is
everything you need in a task chair,
and more.

Stylish sled base is equipped with
non-skid glides. Chair features a back
depth and back height adjustment.

Snap’s stool option features a 26" base.
Foot ring is available in black or chrome
finish.
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